
Signature Xcel, Formerly Known As Sign X, is widely recognized as a premier national
notary signing agency. Our team facilitates an excellent closing experience between our
client and our client’s client. We work primarily with title agencies and lenders utilizing
mobile notary signing agents to complete final transaction paperwork with buyers,
borrowers and sellers in the real estate industry. 

888.827.4469

WHAT SETS SIGNATURE XCEL APART?

Notaries – Quality and Quantity: With over 50,000 NNA (National Notary Association) Certified
Notary Signing Agents in our national database, Signature Xcel has become the go to service for
finding notaries in hard to locate areas.

Easy and Secure Order Processing Flow: Our cutting edge order management and scheduling
technology is best in class! Our systems offer seamless integration for a variety of tools, allowing you to
place orders directly on our secure platform and have the order process tailored to your business needs.

Top Notch Notary Signing Agents: Quality control starts with picking the right signing agent to deliver
an ‘Xcellent’ experience. Our extensive vetting process helps reduce errors that cause deficiencies and
funding delays.

Enhanced Quality Control: Our quality control team reviews all completed documents in order to catch
mistakes and reduce errors. Signature Xcel has achieved the lowest percentage of errors on orders in
comparison to our competitors. With a 96% approval rating, our client satisfaction is guaranteed.

Top Notch Notary Signing Agents: The Signature Xcel team is a high performing, motivated, and caring
group of individuals who are committed to providing ‘Xcellent’ service! We understand how important
the customer experience is to our industry partners. Signature Xcel provides extended service hours,
from early morning to late evening, coupled with weekend and holiday coverage.

Risk Protection: Signature Xcel has the most comprehensive insurance coverages in the industry with
multi-million limit amounts for: E&O (errors and omissions), Cyber Crime, Fraud, General Liability and
Excess Coverage Policies.
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